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Thank you.

Earl and I went to San Francisco for 
Slow Food Nation over the Labor 
Day weekend. Right now, I’d simply 
like to share one small bit. It’s a 
bit I had a hard time getting my 
mind around, and as such, it seems 
appropriate grist.

Several of the speakers at Friday’s 
Food for Thought series emphasized 
the language we use as we talk about food—and you can imagine an editor, a wordsmith like 
myself, entranced by language, even by particular words. Carlo Petrini, founder of Slow Food, 
lingered over consumer. He pointed out its root meaning, squanderer, and its connection to 
those with tuberculosis who died of consumption. These speakers urged talking not of the farmer 
and the consumer but of us two as co-producers.

Whoa. I was puzzled. This seemed a very odd notion to someone who, in nearly two years 
of publishing Edible Shasta-Butte, has talked to more than a few local farmers and other food 
producers and then served up their stories for you. Co-producer? I felt very separate. First of all, 
their work, its dependence on the land and the weather, and their beautiful delicious products 
awe me: remember that piece I wrote on fairy tale eggplants? Second, here at Edible Shasta-
Butte it’s our credo that if you readers know these stories, you’re more likely to support the 
farmers and food producers at their center, to shop locally and buy their stuff: we’d seen you as 
consumers.

And yet, in one of those flashes of insight too swift to catch, my understanding darted to this 
notion as if at home—and then as quickly flew off.

Returning from Slow Food Nation, I read Earl some of the poems from a book I picked up 
there, The Mad Farmer Poems, a new volume of poetry by Wendell Berry. In one poem, the mad 
farmer sings to a city dweller,

O Exile. . . for want of you
there is a tree that has borne no leaves
and a planting season that will not turn warm.

Maybe that’s when I got it, the sense in which we co-produce with the farmers whose stories 
we bring to you on these pages. I mean, what if we exiled ourselves from their work: didn’t 
show up at the farmers’ market, didn’t subscribe to the CSA program, didn’t shop where local 
products are featured? We are all in this thing together. The eater joins with the farmer to 
produce a viable farm: to restore those grasslands and that riparian area, if that’s his practice; 
to conserve water, if that’s hers; to continue the practices of a culture, if that’s theirs, just to 
mention a few practices represented on the pages of this issue.

Just so, dear readers, you join us as co-producers of Edible Shasta-Butte. If you’re proud of 
that, consider subscribing, and, above all, thank our advertisers for their roles as co-producers 
too. And read on!

Candace Byrne
Editor


